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TIMELINE 1.1 The Roman Empire, c. 31 B.C.E.–500 C.E.
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monasteries were then the heartbeat of Christianity, throbbing hubs of missionary work,
agricultural production, and scholarly endeavor. In a world in which few others were
literate, monks and nuns kept Rome’s literary heritage alive by copying, preserving,
and studying old Latin manuscripts. In Rome itself, the papacy did not exactly prosper,
but its claims to greater authority kept alive the ideal of a single and unified Church,
governed, as an empire once had been, from Rome.
In the 700s, an upstart dynasty—the Carolingians—worked closely with monks,
nuns, and popes to build a new empire that eventually stretched across most of Western
Christendom. When Charlemagne,
c h a p tthe
e r greatest of the Carolingians, was crowned as
“Roman Emperor” in 800, his new title evoked both the real power he wielded and
imaginative power
Rome. But lacking large
cities and an educated
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bureaucracy, the Carolingian empire
soon
collapsed
amid
a
new
wave of invaders, this
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time Vikings, Muslims, and Magyars. In the course of these invasions, and partly in
response to them, strong polities emerged among the Anglo-Saxons in England and the
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German-speaking
heirs of the Carolingians. But in the western part of the Carolingians’
old empire, their French-speaking descendants proved feeble rulers, and the burden of
defense fell to local dukes and counts, who fortified their lands with castles and gradually tightened their control over lesser folk. From their hardscrabble response to tough
times emerged what we today call feudalism.
By 1000, the invasions had run their course, and in the relative peace that graced
the beginning of the second millennium, peasants enjoyed better harvests, townspeople
profited from expanding trade, aristocrats built bigger and better castles, and the clergy
began to strengthen their Church. The Early Middle Ages began about 500 with the decay
of an old and powerful civilization; it ended about 1000 with the coming of age of a new
civilization, radically different from ancient Rome yet, in a sense, one of its children.
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For the two glorious centuries of the Common Era, the Roman Empire was one of
the largest the world had ever known (see Timeline 1.1). Common Era? This phrase
refers to a dating system unknown to the Romans and developed during the Middle
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